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About ASSETS-DTU 

The Finance and Economics Society of DTU (Assets-DTU) was formed with a vision of 

contributing towards development of an investment culture in our college and an aim of 

providing efficacious financial training to budding engineers. The society believes in providing 

conducive environment to students helping them make informed and effective decisions, backed 

by proper financial understanding. With activities like Mock-stocks, quiz, case study 

presentation in its fiesta and educational trips, ASSETS will ensure that, years down the line, 

students are in a much better shape financially and are noted for their financial prowess. Our 

initiatives will help boost the knowledge quotient of students in almost every sphere and instill 

the ability to think out of the box and take calculated risks while nurturing sharp business 

acumen. This society gives us a chance to prepare our future set of financially aware leaders and 

help them evolve as successful individuals, ready to navigate through financially turbulent times. 

Activities organized by ASSETS during this academic session (1st April,17-31st March,18): 

1) FORTUNE’18- Finance and Economics Fest of DTU (20th -21st March,18) : 

We are very proud to inform you that ASSETS-DTU conducted the Finance and Economics 

fiesta to celebrate unique talents. 

To mark the grandeur of the occasion, the organising committee of Fortune aims to create a 

flamboyant atmosphere electric with the zeal of curiosity and innovation. Established with the 

vision to applaud entrepreneurship, stock market trading and intellect; Fortune is an elegant 

fiesta brimming with beauty and talent.  

Fortune inculcates the will to involve in extracurricular activities in the din of the academic 

college routine. Comprising inspiring lectures, interesting competitions and fervent conferences; 

Fortune strives to nurture business acumen and financial prudence among the youth. 

Through this fiesta, a strong platform was created among the colleges in Delhi to engage in 

fervent battles of trading and money. Our vision succeeded in making Fortune a brand name, 

something which each freshman shall keenly look forward to indulge in.  



DTU ranks among the premiere engineering colleges of the country and hence had a footfall of 

over 2500 students at Fortune. This fiesta involved several competitions to explore all kinds of 

arenas of economics and finance.  

Valuable contribution from college ensured success of this fiesta. 

Activities involved in Fortune’18- 

QUIZ WHIZZ 

Fortune welcomes you to Quizz Whizz, the ultimate judgement of cognition, recognition and 

erudition. You got to be alert; you got to survive and make your reflexes an ally. We endeavour 

to make quizzing fun and accessible while maintaining its quality. We will test your mindfulness 

and inner quizzing skills. Incorporating interesting questions of different topics, Quizz Whizz 

promises to be an entertaining yet didactic experience. So, get ready to keep up with the lock, 

stock and barrel of the world! 

Rules and Regulations 

1. There will be 1-2 member per team. 

2. The competition will be conducted in two phases. 

3. First phase will be a preliminary round where all teams will be given one round of common 

questions. 

4. Top six teams will be selected to the second phase from where top two teams will be 

rewarded. 

5. There will be provision of extra round in case of tie. 

6. Participants shall not be allowed to use mobile phones or any other electronic instruments. 

7. The question pattern will depend on the quiz master. 

8. Decision of quiz master will be final. 

Venue – B.R. Ambedkar Auditorium 

Date- 20th March, 2018 

 

MOCK STOCK AGAINST THE CLOCK 

Ever dreamt of taking Wall Street by storm? Here’s your chance. Deal with the market volatility 

and complexity where it takes a moment to travel from rags to riches. Test your trading skills in 

volatile market through this fun and interactive stock market stimulation as you invest, buy, and 

sell shares of companies in a bid to make your investor portfolio heavy duty. Experience the 

excitement as you walk around shouting your throats dry, in a chaotic ‘fish market for the well 

dressed’.This is the ultimate test of your understanding of market sentiment and stock market 

analysis. Play the market before it plays you and get ready to ride your bull on bearish track. If 

an ever-changing world of numbers excited you, Mock Stock against the Clock is the event for 

you. 



Rules and Regulations 

1. There will be 1-2 members per team. 

2. The winner will be decided on the basis of the net profit earned during the trading period. 

3. In case of any conflicts, the decision of the coordinators shall be final. 

Venue – Convocation Hall 

Date- 20th March, 2018 

 

IGNITED MINDS 

This event is one of the highlights of the fiesta and incorporates a guest lecture by eminent Mr. 

Taresh Bhatia (word renowned Financial Planner) in the field of Finance, Economics and 

Management. So, join us at ‘Ignited Minds’ and get set to have an experience of your lifetime! 

Venue – B. R. Ambedkar Auditorium 

Date- 20th and 21st March, 2018  

 

PROJECTILE 

Projectile is a case study competition where we will put your analytical abilities and financial 

skills to the test. This event demands solutions that entail stipulating the organizations' objectives 

and burgeoning policies and simultaneously delineate plans to achieve them. Manage to wow us 

with your strong financial basics and analyse the different avenues available to a firm looking to 

expand. Projectile gives you an opportunity to explore and investigate these new dimensions of 

on-the-ground reality and take the leap into the real world of indispensable case studies which 

would challenge you on the fronts ranging from strategy implementation to valuation and much 

more. 

 

Rules and Regulations  

 

1. This is an event where each participant will have to perform individually.  

2. There is no restriction on number of teams from an institute. 

3. 15 minutes presentation and 5 minutes of QA round based on the Problem Statement. 

4. Size, font and colour of the text in the presentation should be such that it should be easy 

to read and pleasant to look at. 

5. All the answers must be backed by suitable data, relevance, market research & 

optimization techniques (if any). 

6. Use of graphs, charts, financial tools & generalized algorithms will be highly appreciated. 

7. Participants should bring their own laptops. 

8. Plagiarism will attract cancellation of participation. 

9. The decision of the judge will be final and binding. (Judging Criteria - Originality and 

Creativity of the content of the solution, Structured thinking depicted by the solution, 



Efficient use of the given facts and other stats, Performance during the final 

presentation.)   

Venue -   Convocation Hall 

Date- 21st March,2018 

 

FINALYSE  

When an investor wishes to invest in a business for the long term it becomes extremely essential 

to understand the business from various perspectives. It is critical for an investor to understand 

the underlying business performance. And this all comes under the domain of fundamental 

analysis. 

Finalyse  is one such event that will test skills of participants in doing fundamental analysis and 

their ability to decipher the financial condition of the company from its annual report. The fun 

filled event is aimed at educating the students about different financial terms and jargon in an 

interesting manner. 

The entire event will consist of two rounds, preliminary and final. 

15 teams would be selected for the final round on the basis of prelims. 

Round 1  

On campus prelims will be conducted to check the knowledge of participants about the financial 

and economic world and the stock market. 

Round 2 

In this round participants will evaluate the fundamental strength of a company by looking into 

both the quantitative and qualitative aspects and will give a brief report describing the same. 

 

Venue-  B.R. Ambedkar Auditorium 

Date- 21st March, 2018 

 

STAKEHOLDER’S MEET 

The Stakeholders meet is a meeting/conference where representatives or as the name suggests 

stakeholders from different organizations around the world meet and deliberate over a pressing 

issue that impacts their organizations. A complete analysis of the issue along with a solution- 

oriented approach is proposed to be carried out in this particular meeting for a fruitful outcome. 

A Stakeholders’ meet is a public meeting which implies all the discussions/solutions/documents 

that the delegates present are to be shared with the general public too which makes the 

representatives of these organisations accountable and responsible to the people. 

   

Venue -   Exposition Hall 

Date- 21st March,2018 
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2) Seminar on Cryptocurrency by Renowned Block-Chain Scientist Mr.Parth (30th 

January): 

On 30th January, 2018, ASSETS-DTU hosted its techno-financial seminar – THE BRAINS 

BEHIND MONEY, an initiative to provide efficacious financial training and contribute towards 

developing a techno financial mindset among talented and budding engineers. The speaker of 

this event Mr. Parth spoke on Decoding Cryptocurrency and the technology behind it. 

  

 

3) Orientation (24th August,17)- 

ASSETS-DTU Orientation saw an enthusiastic crowd turn up to learn more about the only 

finance and economics society in college. A 30 minute orientation session was followed by 

recruitment interviews out of which total of 40 students were shortlisted.  

4) Internal Activities- 

 REGULAR CLASSES WITH FUN ACTIVITIES: Weekly classes on basics of 

accounting skills (analyzing accounting records, computing taxes, developing 

budgets, providing auditing services and even giving financial advice) and stock 

market trading with a special DMAT account of the society for trading purposes 

(valuation of stocks using EBITDA, when to buy and sell stocks , index trading, 

reading balance sheets and financial statements, basics of mergers and 

acquisitions, gauging market sentiment). 

 

 NEWS UPDATE:  Regular updating of stock market news on various social 

media platforms so that students stay connected to the market changes and cash 

inflow-outflow structures of the real world, and attain that generally prevailing 

attitude of investors as to anticipate price development in a stock market. 

 



 QUIZZES AND ESSAYS: This includes various competitions including financial 

wizard quiz and essay writing competitions to celebrate financial literacy week. 

 

 MOCK STOCKS:  A mock stock exchange event is basically buying and selling 

stocks without using money, by using chips, pretend funds, or even points instead 

of real investment capital. When one starts trading in the stock market, there are 

many common blunders committed by beginners. Using a mock stock exchange 

will allow one to trade without any risks, so that one gets the market and trading 

experience one wants without involving money in the process. These are also 

frequently called trading simulations, because one gets all of the benefits but none 

of the risks.  We organised intra-society mock-stock competitions to inculcate the 

strong basics of trading and investing and understand market sentiments and also 

send in our delegation of students for various mock stocks competitions to other 

colleges and universities in Delhi. 


